“Bug-out: A Senior Odyssey…”

and wild game—and pitting my skills against the
best Mother Nature has had to throw at me.

Bug out: A plan; skills; physical tools for perMy first civilian job, director-naturalist-develsons to escape impending doom.
oper of the 140-acre nature center in Oklahoma
Prepper: One who prepares for imminent City, was a 24-7 immersion in the Great Outdoors and wildlife adventurism. I bunked in a
danger(s).
neat, 100-plus-year-old farm house, and I was
Quite by accident, I caught an old doe in a hog actually paid to scour the center’s creeks, pond
trap one hot day. By the time I got to her, the doe and wooded grounds for hidden bones and
was so exhausted and bloodied that she had col- historical artifacts—buried treasure—as well
lapsed in a barely moving heap, her limp tongue as scour the center’s fruit-bearing trees, vines
hanging out. That deer was so desperate to free and shrubs for their free and oh-so-delicious
herself that she had rammed her head and mulberries, Jerusalem artichokes, pecans, and
tawny shoulders into the sturdy hog paneling, blackberries.
bloodying herself from snout to tail. No amount
of water or cold towels heaped upon her barely Since those idyllic times, between Corporate
moving frame could revive that deer. Despite my stints in artificially lit, stuffy office ‘cubes’ as a
technical/marketing writer, I have studied and
best efforts, in minutes she was gone.
written on more advanced backwoods skills. In
We’ve all found ourselves in desperate, seemingly the stodgy white-collar world, I was baffled and
hopeless situations and more often than not, we saddened by the apparent disinterest my peers
have fought such entanglements with the same had for country life, plant and animal identifidesperation as that poor doe. She might have cation—and wilderness skills. I credited such
calmed down and waited for someone like me, disinterest to the unfortunate consequences of
the ranch manager, to happen along and free our post-industrial modern world. Today I am
her. But she did not. She was only an animal. vindicated by a resurgence in prepping—NOT
I am reminded of an old adage: When you find the violent kind but the sensible GREEN-friendyourself in a hole quit digging.
ly lifestyle practiced by our forefathers.
“Failing to Prepare, They Are Preparing to Hollywood fare, the Internet, TV and literature
Fail”
seem to bear this resurgence out: shades of the
TV series, Survivor; the Hunger Games (book
I have had an interest in all things Robinson and movie); and countless film and B-grade
Crusoe and Swiss Family Robinson since child- survival-themed entertainment. The survivalist
hood, especially so since being honorably dis- mindset, indeed the use of such take-charge accharged from the U.S. Army in ‘73. As a boy, tion, is now common.
I daydreamed what it might be like to stroll
along a distant jungle shoreline, in search An obvious dis-ease has come to permeate our
of foraged seafood and adventure—to bliss- world—an underlying premonition that politifully live out my days far from the madding cal, economic, terrorist or natural turmoil could
crowd—beneath a thatched roof hut of my be spiraling us out of control…and many seem
own making.
eager to wrest control of their personal and familial fates by gardening, stockpiling and learnThe Army thrust upon me such dubious life ing survival skills.
skills as cold-weather and desert survival
training. A student of the late foraging, edible Just a few short years ago, prepping was conand poisonous plants expert, Euell Gibbons, sidered a fantasy of the “tree-hugging” Hippie
I have been an unapologetic survivalist prac- fringe.
titioner who has long enjoyed harvesting nature’s bounty—edible plants, berries, nuts, fish
continued next page . . .
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. . . Bug Out
Today it has gone main stream—if you don’t believe me, Google prepping on the Internet.
Advertisers have picked up on this trend and
taken it to its logical conclusion: sales, i.e., profit.
Interest in foraging and prepping might be a
fad—a passing phase, I don’t know. I know I
have been a prepper much of my adult life. And
after periods of training and education on any
subject, inevitably there must come a period of
immersion in the field and the field of study for
the student to apply what he or she has learned.
So it is with me and this column, announcing
my sabbatical from the Hill Country.
This isn’t my last column, only the foreword to
more hunting, fishing and yes, prepping adventures.
I’ll be on the road: camping and exploring wilderness and backwoods America, bringing YOU
the stories.
If you find yourself in a tough spot, take a deep
breath, relax and consider your options. Often,
many who find themselves in trouble—say, lost
in the wild—give up and die, if from nothing
more than fear.
My best survival advice?—1 Peter 4:7: “But the
end and culmination of all things has now come
near;” “be sober” (don’t panic), “pray” and show
mercy and love. We may bump into each other
at a remote campsite; the OST, when I’m back in
town; or you can read all about it in this column.
Till then, Shalom!
Author’s Note: Special thanks to Anthony Walker of A.R.E. Camper Shells of Ohio and Shane
Tubbs, Owner, Off Road Truck Accessories of
Kerrville.
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